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Abstract 

In this paper the forms and functions of the Amele inalienably possessed noun system are examined. It is 
shown that semantically, inalienably possessed nouns can be categorised as kinship terms, body part 
terms or personal attributes. The kinship terms also express an anthropological distinction between those 
terms which refer to the family of orientation and those which refer to the family of procreation. The 
inalienably possessed noun system is analysed in terms of the Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) 
model. RRG has a semantic representation independent of the syntactic representation and the operation 
of the inalienably possessed noun system can be better accounted for with reference to the semantic 
representation rather than the syntactic representation.
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Abbreviations 

ADJ adjective 
ADV adverb 
ALIEN alienable 
arg argument 
BP body part 
C morphological class 
COP copula 
CORER referential core 
DEF definite 
DEIC deictic 
DO direct object 
F female 
GEN genitive 
iff if and only if 
IP inflectional phrase  
KT kinship term 
LS logical structure 
M male 
MGG Mainstream generative grammar 
MP modifier phrase 
N noun 
NASP nominal aspect 
NEG negation 
NFUT nonfuture tense 
NP noun phrase 
NUCR referential nucleus 
NUM number 
OO oblique object 
P phrase 
PA personal attribute 
PN pronominal clitic 
PoS part of speech 
  
 

POSM possessum 
POSR possessor 
POSS possession 
PP postpositional phrase 
PREFL possessive reflexive 
PRES present tense 
PRO pronominal argument 
PSA privileged syntactic argument 
QNT quantification 
RP referential phrase 
RPIP RP initial position 
RRG Role and Reference Grammar 
SEML semelfactive 
SU subject 
TODP today’s past tense 
TP tense phrase 
V verb 
V.IMP impersonal verb 
  
SG singular number 
DU dual number 
PL plural number 
NSG nonsingular number 
1 first person 
2 second person 
3 third person 
- morpheme break 
= clitic break 
′ predicate in logical structure 
(  ) alternate word form in table 10 
≈ varies with 
* ungrammatical 
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1 Introduction 

Possession, in the context of linguistics, is an asymmetric relationship between two constituents, the 
referent of one of which (the possessor) possesses (owns, rules over, has as a part, has as a relative, etc.) 
the referent of the other (the possessum). Possession may be marked in many ways, such as simple 
juxtaposition of nouns, a possessive case, a construct state (as in the Semitic languages such as Arabic 
and Hebrew, and in the extinct Egyptian language), by possessor agreement on the possessum, or 
adpositions. For example, English uses a possessive phrasal affix (’s)1 and a preposition, of, which both 
can occur in the same construction, as in a friend of Mary’s. 

A range of semantic distinctions of possession also occurs in languages. A common distinction is 
alienable versus inalienable possession. Alienability refers to the ability to dissociate something from its 
parent—in this case, a quality from its owner. For example, I can transfer possession of my worldly 
goods to someone else, hence my relationship to my worldly goods is one of alienable possession. On the 
other hand, it could be said that Benjamin has his father’s big nose. That is an attribute that cannot 
(without surgery) be removed from Benjamin. It is inalienably possessed. Many languages make this 
distinction in some way. Saying something like ‘I have my dad’s big nose’ with the latter noun phrase 
marked inalienable would imply some sort of genetic inheritance; marked alienable, it would imply that 
you had cut off your father’s nose or some such and were actually in physical possession of it. The 
Ndjuká (Surinam Creole) example in (1) from Payne (1997) illustrates both inalienable and alienable 
possession: 
 

(1) [A wagi fu mi] de gi mi baala. (Ndjuká) 
 the vehicle for 1SG COP give 1SG brother  
 ‘My car is for my brother.’ 
 

The bracketed portion of this example illustrates the standard way of expressing alienable 
possession: a preposition intervenes between the possessed item and a pronoun referring to the 
possessor. The last NP, mi baala ‘my brother’, illustrates the standard way of expressing inalienable 
possession. 

Another distinction, which is similar to alienable vs. inalienable possession, is inherent vs. non-
inherent possession. In languages that mark this distinction, inherently possessed nouns (e.g., body parts 
or kinship relations) cannot be mentioned without also mentioning the possessor. So, you cannot say just 
‘a hand’ or ‘a brother’, but must also explicitly say whose hand it is. Payne (1997) also illustrates this 
distinction from the Papuan language, Mangga Buang. 
 

(2) a. sa nama-ngg  ‘my hand’ (Mangga Buang) 
  1SG hand-1    
 b. o nama-m  ‘your hand(s)’  
  2SG hand-2    
 c. ham nama-m  ‘your(PL) hand(s)’  
  2PL hand-2    
 d. sa gaande-ngg  ‘my cousin’  
  1SG cousin-1    
 

  

1English possessive ’s is better categorised as a clitic affix rather than a clitic word because it does not contain a 
vowel and it undergoes devoicing like the English plural suffix in dog[z] and cat[s]. 
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(3) a. nama  ‘his/her hand’ 
 b. gaande  ‘his/her cousin’ 
 c. lava  ‘his/her speech/language’ 
 d. hali  ‘his brother/her sister’ 
 

(4) a. sa-te voow  ‘my dog’  
  1SG-POSR dog    
 b. yi-te bayêên  ‘my village/house’  
  3SG-POSR village/house    
 

When the possessum refers to an inalienably possessed referent, as in (2), there is a possessor 
pronoun and possessor agreement for person marked on the possessum noun. If the possessor is third 
person, however, as in (3), then there is no possessor pronoun and no agreement is marked on the head 
noun. Alienable possession is expressed by a pronoun with the genitive suffix -te, followed by the head 
noun with no affixation, as in (4). This applies for all persons. In this language the inalienably possessed 
nouns are inherently possessed in that they are understood to be possessed even though they are not 
marked as such for third person agreement. In contrast, alienable nouns are not understood as possessed 
unless they are preceded by the genitive pronoun. Thus voow means ‘dog’ and not ‘his/her dog’ and 
bayêên means ‘village’ and not ‘his/her village’. 

In Mangga Buang body part terms and kinship terms are inalienably possessed. But other languages 
can have a narrower range of inalienable possession. In Evenki, a Tungusic language spoken in Siberia 
and Northern China, only kinship terms are inalienably possessed. Body part terms can take inalienable 
or alienable expression. The examples in (5) and (6) are adapted from Nedjalkov (1997).  
 

(5) a. Sin-ngi halgan-ni enu-d’ere-n. (Evenki) 
  2SG-GEN leg-2SG.POSR.SG.POSM ache-PRES-3SG.SU  
 ‘Your leg aches.’ 
 b. Sin-ngi halgan-ngi-s tadu bi-si-n. 
  2SG-GEN leg-ALIEN.POSS-2SG.POSR.SG.POSM there be-PRES-3SG.SU 
 ‘Your leg (i.e., of an animal which you killed and cut off) lies there.’ 
 

 (6) a. Si halgan-mi va:-re-nni.  
  2SG leg-PREFL.SG.POSM hurt-NFUT-2SG.SU  
 ‘You hurt your (own) leg.’ 
 b. Si halgan-ngi-mi ga-ra-nni.  
  2SG leg-ALIEN.POSS-PREFL.SG.POSM take-NFUT-2SG.SU  
 ‘You hurt your (own) leg (of an animal, i.e., prey).’ 
 

In Evenki non-reflexive possession is indicated by a possessive pronoun and suffixes on the 
possessum which agree in person and number with the possessor. There are different sets of these 
agreement markers depending on whether the possessum is singular or plural. This type of possession is 
illustrated in (5). The default meaning of this type of possession is inalienable, as in (5a). However, the 
suffix -ngi can be added to indicate that the possession is alienable, as in (5b). There is also a reflexive 
possessive meaning ‘one’s own’, as illustrated in (6). This possession can also be marked as alienable 
with -ngi, as in (6b). Thus a body part such as halgan ‘leg’ can be treated as inalienably or alienably 
possessed depending on the context. 

Many languages, such as the Maasai language (Eastern Nilotic) spoken in East Africa, distinguish 
between the possessable and the unpossessable. Possessable things include farm animals, tools, houses, 
family members and money, while for instance wild animals, landscape features and weather phenomena 
cannot be grammatically possessed. Basically this means that, in such languages, saying ‘my brother’ is 
okay, but ‘my land’ would be grammatically incorrect. Instead, one would have to use a circumlocution 
such as ‘the land that I own’. 
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Whether the possessum is animate or inanimate can make a difference to possession constructions in 
some languages. In some languages, different possession verbs (e.g., ‘have’ in English) are used 
depending on whether the object is animate or inanimate. Compare the two examples in Georgian: 

(7) a. Kompiuteri makvs. ‘I have a computer.’ (Georgian)
computer I.have

b. Dzaghli mqavs. ‘I have a dog.’
dog I.have

Since ‘dog’ is animate, and ‘computer’ is not, different verbs are used. However some nouns in 
Georgian (such as ‘car’) are considered animate, and, therefore, employ the same verb as any other 
animate objects. 

In this paper the forms and functions of the Amele inalienably possessed noun system are described 
and discussed. Amele is a Papuan language spoken in Madang Province, Papua New Guinea. A 
description of the phonology, morphology and syntax of the language is provided in Roberts (1987). 
Roberts (1988a, 1988b) discuss the function of switch-reference in Amele and other Papuan languages. 
Roberts (1990, 1994) discuss the typology of realis-irrealis status in Amele and other Papuan languages. 
Other significant studies on Amele are Roberts (1993, 1996, 1997, 2001, 2015). The analysis of different 
aspects of the Amele inalienably possessed noun system will be presented in terms of Role and Reference 
Grammar (RRG) (see Van Valin and LaPolla 1997, and Van Valin 2005). The advantage of RRG in this 
type of analysis is that it has a semantic representation independent of the syntactic representation. 
Various facts about the operation of the inalienably possessed noun system can be better accounted for 
with reference to the semantic representation rather than the syntactic representation. 

Nouns are divided morphologically into two classes. Inalienably possessed nouns are marked for 
person and number agreement with the possessor noun phrase, which optionally precedes the possessed 
noun. There are a limited number of inalienably possessed noun forms. All other nouns (henceforth 
alienably possessed nouns) do not take person and number possessor agreement and possession for these 
nouns is expressed by a postpositional phrase with the postposition =na ‘of’. 

2 Alienable possession 

Alienable possession is expressed by a possessor NP with the postposition =na ‘of’, followed by the 
possessum noun. Some examples are given in (8).2 The nominal in the postpositional phrase (PP) can be 
a pronoun (8a) or (8b), a common noun (8c), a proper noun (8d), or a full noun phrase (NP), as in (8e). 
The postposition =na is usually required to express the notion of possession and it would be 
ungrammatical to omit this element. However, where the possessor is represented by a full NP, e.g., 
noun + adjective, as in (8e), it is possible to omit the postposition. 

(8) a. uqa=na/*uqa ho ‘his pig’
3SG=of pig

b. in=na/*in ho? ‘whose pig?’
who=of pig

c. mala=na/*mala dodo ‘chicken’s feathers’
chicken=of feathers

d. Anut=na/*Anut jo ‘God’s house’
God=of house

e. dana ben=na/dana ben sapol ‘big man’s axe’
man big=of axe

2In the Amele orthography c is [Ɂ] and q is [g͡b]. 
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Syntactically, the postpositional possessive phrase functions as an argument of the possessed noun, 
which is the head of the nucleus of the possessive noun phrase. The postposition =na cliticises to the 
NP. This syntactic structure is diagrammed in (9a) in an RRG format.3 (9b) shows the semantic logical 
structure of (9a). In Van Valin and LaPolla (1997:189–192) alienable possession is represented 
semantically as have′ (x, y) where ‘x’ is the reference point (the possessor) and ‘y’ is the head of the 
possessive relationship (the possessum). 
 

(9) a.    RP 
 
     CORER 
 
   PP  NUCR 
 
  RP  P 
 
  CORER MP 
 
  NUCR 
 
  N ADJ  N 
 
  dana ben =na sapol 
  man big =of axe 
  ‘the big man’s axe’  
    
 b. have′ (dana, sapol) [alienable possession] 

3 Inalienable possession 

Inalienable possession is expressed by suffixial agreement in person (first, second, or third) and number 
(singular, dual, or plural) with the possessor noun phrase. The possessor need not be expressed by an 
overt RP or pronoun, as Amele has pro-drop possessor agreement. Semantically, inalienably possessed 
nouns are kinship terms (KT), body part terms (BP) or personal attributes (PA). Table 2 and table 3 
illustrate some sample paradigms for kinship terms and table 4 illustrates a sample paradigm for body 
part terms. The inalienably possessed nouns can be divided into some 37 morphological classes based on 
the shape of the first, second and third person singular possessor agreement morphology. All known 
forms are listed in table 10. All the inalienably possessed nouns can only occur with the agreement 
morphology, so they form a class of nouns. Inalienably possessed nouns in Amele are therefore 
inherently possessed. 

The syntactic and semantic representations for inalienable possession are given in (10). For the 
syntactic representation in (10a) the possessor phrase dana ben ‘big man’ functions in the RP initial 

3See Roberts (2014) for a brief introduction to RRG. For further information see Van Valin (2005) and Van Valin and 
LaPolla (1997). RRG posits the referential phrase (RP) to represent nominal arguments. See Van Valin (2008). 
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position as the optional element in the possessive phrase. The possessor agreement -g functions as the 
obligatory argument to ate- ‘daughter’, the head of the nucleus of the possessive phrase. Van Valin and 
LaPolla (1997:189–192) suggest the semantic logical structure of inalienable possession as either 
have.as.part′ (x, y) for a body part term or have.as.kin′ (x, y) for a kinship term. Amele would need an 
additional logical structure of have.as.attribute′ (x, y) for inalienably possessed nouns such as majag 
‘his shame’ or ceeh ‘his magic’. As with the alienable possession logical structure, ‘x’ is the reference 
point (the possessor) and ‘y’ is the head of the possessive relationship (the possessum). Since, the 
possessor RP is always optional in the inalienably possessed RP structure the possessor agreement 
functions as the core argument PRO of this RP. 
 

(10) a.   RP 
 
  RPIP  CORER 
 
  RP  NUCR PRO 
 
  CORER MP 
 
  NUCR 
 
  N ADJ N 
 
  dana ben ate-g  
  man big daughter-3SG.POSR ‘the big man’s daughter’ 
     
 b. have.as.kin′ (3SG, ate-) [inalienable possession]  
 

For inalienable possession too, the possessor nominal can be a pronoun, as in (11a-b), a common 
noun, as in (11c), a proper noun, as in (11d), or a full noun phrase, as in (11e). However, it is 
ungrammatical for the possessor of an inalienably possessed noun to be a PP with =na. This is because 
the PP=na would function as an additional argument to the possessor agreement. 
 

(11) a. (ija)/ (*ija=na) cot-i ‘my brother/sister’ 
  1SG/1SG=of same.sex.sibling-1SG.POSR  
 b. in/*in=na cot-ig? ‘whose brother/sister?’ 
  who/who=of same.sex.sibling-3SG.POSR  
 c. cudumac/*cudumac=na hohu-g ‘wallaby’s tail’ 
  wallaby/wallaby=of tail-3SG.POSR  
 d. Anut/*Anut=na mela-h ‘God’s son’ 
  God/God=of son-3SG.POSR  
 e. dana ben/*dana ben=na aide-g ‘big man’s wife’ 
  man big/man big=of wife-3SG.POSR  
 

On the other hand, it is quite acceptable for the possessor RP in an alienable possessive PP to be an 
inalienable possession RP, as in (12a), and vice versa, for the possessor of an inalienably possessed noun 
to be an alienably possessed RP, as in (12b). In these examples, caja ‘woman’ is an alienably possessed 
noun and contrasts with aideg ‘his wife’ which is an inalienably possessed noun. In (12b) mel ‘boy’ is an 
alienably possessed noun and contrasts with melah ‘his/her son’ which is an inalienably possessed noun. 
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(12) a. ija cebina-mi=na caja ‘my brother’s woman’ 
  1SG opposite.sex.sibling-1SG.POSR=of woman  
 b. ija=na mel aide-g ‘my boy’s wife’ 
  1SG=of boy wife-3SG.POSR  
 

The syntactic structure of (12a) is diagrammed in (13a) and the semantic representation of (12a) is 
given in (13b). Both syntactically and semantically, inalienable possession is inside alienable possession. 
The syntactic structure of (12b) is diagrammed in (14a) and the semantic representation of (12b) is 
given in (14b). Here alienable possession is inside inalienable possession in both the syntactic structure 
and the semantic logical structure.  
 

(13) a.      RP 
 
       CORER 
 
     PP  NUCR 
 
   RP   P 
 
  RPIP CORER 
 
  RP NUCR PRO 
 
  PRO N    N 
 
  ija cebina-mi =na caja  
  1SG opp.sex.sibling-1SG.POSR =of woman ‘my brother’s woman’ 
    
 b. have′ (have.as.kin′ (1SG, cebina-), caja)  
 

The syntactic forms of inalienable and alienable possession in Amele conform to the implicational 
universal proposed by Croft (1990:175) following the work of Haiman (1985): 

‘If a language has two near-synonymous constructions which differ structurally in linguistic 
distance, they will differ semantically in (among other things) conceptual distance in a parallel 
fashion.’ 

The alienable possession construction in Amele has the form X + A Y, where X is the possessor, A is the 
postposition =na ‘of’ and Y is the possessum. The inalienable possession construction has the form Y # X 
where the possessum (Y) carries agreement morphology for the possessor (X) and # is a morpheme 
boundary. Thus the functional elements are structurally nearer to each other in the inalienable 
possession construction than in the alienable possession construction. This parallels the semantic 
arrangement where inalienable possession is conceptually closer than alienable possession. 
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(14) a.     RP 
 
     RPIP CORER 
 
     RP NUCR PRO 
 
     CORER 
 
   PP  NUCR 
 
  RP  P 
 
  PRO   N N 
 
  ija =na mel aide-g  
  1SG =of boy wife-3SG.POSR ‘my boy’s wife’ 
    
 b. have.as.kin′ (have′ (1SG, mel), aide-)  

3.1 Agreement within the inalienable possession RP 

With regard to the agreement of the possessor with the inalienably possessed noun, the possessor can 
also include the comitative phrase marked with the postposition =ca ‘and, with’. In this respect, the 
possessor of the possessive noun phrase functions in the same way as the subject of the verb (see Roberts 
1987:169). The possessor agreement is calculated as an accumulation of the person and number 
including the comitative phrase, as in (15). Where there are several different persons in the possessor 
phrase, as in (15a), the hierarchy of first > second > third person applies for possessor agreement. 
 

(15) a. ija hina=ca cot-ile ‘our (you and I) brother’ 
  1SG 2SG=and same.sex.sibling-1DU.POSR  
 b. dana caja=ca jejen-ega ‘men and women’s voice’ 
  man woman=and voice-3PL.POSR  
 

A formal account of the Amele inalienable possession agreement system is given in (16) in RRG 
terms. (16a) says that the agreement relationship is based on the semantic logical structure, since in the 
syntactic structure the possessor argument can be null, as illustrated in table 10. The semantic logical 
structures also provide a means of formally expressing the inalienably possessed relationship. (16b) is 
required for cases such as (15). In (15a) the highest ranking person is first, so the person agreement is 
first, and the number of referents is two (I and you), so the number agreement is dual. In (15b) the 
highest ranking person is third, so the person agreement is third, and the number of referents is plural, 
so the number agreement is plural. (16c) is required because the form of the agreement is 
morphologically conditioned. 
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(16) Amele inalienable possession agreement 
 a. In the inalienable possession logical structures given below the ‘y’ argument 

(possessum) agrees in person and number with the ‘x’ argument (possessor). 
 have.as.part′ (x, y) 
 have.as.kin′ (x, y) 
 have.as.attribute′ (x, y) 
 b. When the person and number categories of ‘x’ are a combination of different 

referents then the highest ranking category counts according to these hierarchies: 
 first > second > third person 
 plural > dual > singular number 
 c. The form of the agreement suffixation follows the morphological class system set 

out in table 10. 
 

However, there is still an issue with how possessor agreement is assigned when the possessor RP is 
null, as in (17), for example. In this case where does the possessor agreement get its referential 
properties of second person singular from? 
 

(17) a. Ø ija-in in? 
   name-2SG.POSR who 
 b. have.as.attribute′ (x, y) 
  ‘What (lit. who) is your name?’ 
 

Van Valin (2005:170–175) suggests that an alternative to positing zero anaphora with null 
pronominals is to have an explicit representation of discourse referents provided by discourse 
representation structures.4 The referents in the discourse representation structure can be linked directly 
to the argument positions in the semantic logical structure. Figure 1 shows how this applies for (17). The 
person and number properties of the possessor argument are taken directly from the discourse 
representation structure. 
 

 Presupposition 
 
 
 
 have.as.attribute′ (x, y) 
 
 
 ija-in in? 
 name-2SG.POSR who 
 
 ‘What (lit. who) is your name?’ 
 

Figure 1: Referential link to discourse representation structure 
 

A subset of the inalienably possessed nouns, namely the kinship terms, can also be marked for the 
number (singular or plural) of the possessum. The morpheme that indicates this normally attaches to the 
end of the inalienably possessed noun, as illustrated by (18). This morpheme is analysed as a clitic for 
reasons given below. When the possessum is singular there is no marking and when it is plural the 
marking can be =el, =il, or =ul depending on the phonological shape of the immediately preceding 
element. 

4Discourse representation structure has a representation for each sentence in the discourse which contains the 
referents and proposition expressed by the sentence. 

x, y 

 
you(x) 
name(y) 
x have y 
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(18) a. ija cot-i=el ‘my brothers/sisters’ 
  1SG same.sex.sibling-1SG.POSR=PL.POSM  
 b. ege utuqan-ige=il ‘our(PL) neighbours’ 
  1PL neighbour-1PL.POSR=PL.POSM  
 c. dana eu mela-h=ul ‘that man’s sons’ 
  man that son-3SG.POSR=PL.POSM  
 

The set of allomorphy in the inalienably possessed nouns illustrated in (18) can be accounted for by 
morphophonemic rule:  
 

(19) Plural possessum clitic morphophonemic rule: 
  =il occurs following the [−high] vowels e and a, 
  =ul occurs following a [+back] consonant, such as g, h or c [Ɂ], 
  =el occurs elsewhere 
 

Some kinship terms only occur in a plural possessum form. This includes abegul ‘all the men on the 
mother’s side of the family’, memetigul ‘all the men on the father’s side of the family’, and sihunegul ‘clan, 
tribe’. In all cases except one, the plural possessum marker attaches outside of the possessor suffixation. 
For the noun talac ‘family’ this marker attaches directly to the noun stem and the possessor suffixation 
attaches to the right of the plural marker. 
 

(20) a. ija talac-uni ‘my family’ 
  1SG family-1SG.POSR  
 b. ija talac=ul-uni ‘my families’ 
  1SG family=PL.POSM-1SG.POSR  
 

There are also several expressions in which the notion of plural possessum agreement is applied 
differently. This is illustrated in (21) and (22). In (21) asag ‘grandparent’ has the meaning of ‘boss’ or 
‘master’ with respect to qa ‘dog’. When the plural possessum clitic =ul is added to this expression, as in 
(21b), then the interpretation is that it is qa ‘dog’ which is plural and not asag ‘boss/master’. The same 
applies to memeg when it means ‘master/owner’. When =ul is added, as in (22b), the interpretation is 
that it is jo ‘house’ that is plural rather than memeg. In effect, qa functions as the possessum in (21b) and 
jo as the possessum in (22b). 
 

(21) a. qa as-ag ‘dog’s boss/master’ 
  dog grandparent-3SG.POSR  
 b. qa as-ag=ul ‘dogs’ boss/master’ 
  dog grandparent-3SG.POSR-PL.POSM  
 
(22) a. jo mem-eg ‘master/owner of the house’ 
  house father-3SG.POSR  
 b. jo mem-eg=ul ‘master/owner of the houses’ 
  house father-3SG.POSR-PL.POSM  
 

Donohue and Edwards (2014) describe a similar phenomenon in the Austronesian language Tolaki. 
In this language, third person, singular possessor is marked on the possessum by the clitic =no, as in 
(23), where Ali is the singular possessor. Third person, nonsingular possessor is marked on the possessum 
by =ro, as in (24), where Ali and his wife are the possessors. However, speakers of urban Tolaki have 
developed alternative uses for the 3NSG.GEN marking. (25) shows a very common alternative use of the 
3NSG.GEN clitic to indicate a singular possessor but with honorification. Another use is illustrated in 
(26) where the same 3NSG.GEN clitic is used to mark a singular, non-honorific possessor with a plural 
possessum. 
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(23) Ana=no i=Ali. (Tolaki) 
 child=3SG.GEN PN=Ali  
 ‘Ali’s child.’ simple possessive construction 
 
(24) Ana=ro i=Ali ronga wali=no. 
 child=3NSG.GEN PN=Ali with spouse=3SG.GEN 
 ‘Ali and his wife’s child.’ plural possessor construction 
 
(25) Ana=ro i=Ali. 
 child=3NSG.GEN PN=Ali 
 ‘Ali (who I respect)’s child.’ honorific possessive construction 
 
(26) Ana=ro i=Ali. 
 child=3NSG.GEN PN=Ali 
 ‘Ali’s children.’ plural possessum construction 
 

How should the plural possessum morpheme =il/=ul/=el be accounted for in phonological terms? 
Lexical phonology is an approach to phonology that accounts for the interactions of morphology and 
phonology in the word building process. The lexicon plays a central, productive role in the theory. It 
consists of ordered levels, which are the domain for certain phonological or morphological processes. 
Lexical phonology distinguishes lexical rules from post-lexical rules. Lexical rules apply to the word 
building process within the lexicon and post-lexical rules apply outside of the lexicon. Table 1 provides a 
set of criteria for establishing whether a particular morphophonological process is lexical or post-lexical. 
Using these criteria it can be demonstrated that the possessor agreement morphology is lexical and the 
plural possessum morphology is post-lexical.  
 

Table 1. Criteria for lexical and post-lexical rules  

Lexical rules Post-lexical rules 

Apply only within words. Apply within words or across word 
boundaries. 

Are prone to exceptions. Do not have exceptions. 
Require morphological information. Require syntactic information, or no 

grammatical information at all. 
Must be structure-preserving. Are not necessarily structure-preserving. 
Will not be blocked by pauses. Can be blocked by pauses. 
Apply first. Apply later. 

 

By applying these criteria it can be demonstrated that the possessor agreement morphology is 
lexical. First, table 10 shows that the possessor agreement has some 37 morphological classes depending 
on the shape of the first, second and third person singular agreement morphemes. Thus this affixation 
has many exceptions. Second, this affixation also requires morphological information. It needs to know 
the morphological class to which the inalienably possessed noun stem belongs in order to apply the 
appropriate form of first, second and third person singular agreement. Third, table 8 illustrates how 
vowel harmony works in the second/third person dual and plural forms of this agreement. Crucially, the 
vowel harmony works off the controlling vowel in the noun stem. Therefore the possessor agreement 
morphology applies within the domain of the word. Fourth, the possessor morphology must apply before 
the plural possessum morphology as the phonological shape of the possessum morphology is determined 
by the form of the possessor agreement. Thus the possessor agreement morphology is lexical. 
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By applying the same criteria, the plural possessum morphology is observed to be post-lexical. First, 
it applies in most cases at the end of a word but in one case, talac=ul-uni ‘my families’, it applies inside a 
word. Therefore it applies either across word boundaries or within words. Second, unlike the possessor 
agreement morphology, there are no exceptions. Whether this morphology occurs at the end of a word or 
inside a word it follows the morphophonemic rules in (19). Third, examples (21) and (22) show that this 
morphology has access to syntactic information. In both these examples the possessum agreement applies 
to an argument of the head noun. Fourth, the form talac=ul-uni shows that the possessum agreement 
morpheme is not structure-preserving. Thus the plural possessum agreement morphology is post-lexical. 

In RRG, Van Valin and LaPolla (1997:52–67) propose that different operators apply at different 
layers of RP structure. This is illustrated in figure 2, which is modified from Van Valin (2005:25). 
Nominal aspect refers to individuation, in particular the mass/count distinction. The most common 
formal expression of nominal aspect is through noun classifiers. The quantity operators of quantification 
(numerals and quantifiers) and negation modify the CORER of the RP. The locality operators modify the 
RP as a whole. They are primarily concerned with expressing the location of the referent with respect to 
a reference point, usually the interlocutors (deictics), and with indicating the speaker’s assumption about 
the identifiability of the referent by the hearer (determiners). 
 

    RP 
 
 (RPIP)   CORER (  MP) 
 
   NUCR  (PP) (PP) 
 
 RP/ADV  N    PP/ADV 
 
  NASP NUCR 
 
  NUM CORER 
 
  QNT CORER 
 
  NEG CORER 
 
  DEF RP 
 
  DEIC RP 
 

Figure 2: The general schema of the RP layered structure 

An RRG analysis can be applied to the plural possessum form. An analysis of the regular form, such 
as those illustrated in (18), is given in (27). In (27a) the number operator has scope over the core 
nominal coti (noun stem + possessor agreement) and this is iconic with the morphosyntactic structure. 
For plural number to apply, the noun must also have the nominal aspect of being a count noun. The 
semantic representation for (27a) is given in (27b). Here, because the noun cot- ‘same sex sibling’ is 
designated as plural, the possessum, morphology is applied.  
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(27) a.  RP 
 
  RPIP CORER 
 
  RP NUCR PRO 
 
  PRO N 
 
 ija cot-i=el 
 1SG same.sex.sibling-1SG.POSR=PL.POSM 
 
 NUCR NASP  [syntactic operator representation] 
 
 CORER   NUM 
 
 RP  ‘my brothers/sisters’ 
 

 b. have.as.kin′ (1SG, cot-)  [inalienable possession] 
 
  〈NUMPL 〈NASPCOUNT (cot-) 〉〉  [semantic operator representation] 
 

(28) gives the syntactic and semantic representation for (22b). In (28a) jo ‘house’ is the possessum 
noun and it is not optional. Without its presence the meaning of ‘master/owner of the house’ would not 
be expressed. Therefore jo ‘house’ must be treated as an argument of memeg ‘his father’. As an argument 
it is now higher in the syntactic structure than memeg. Therefore the plural morphology applies to jo 
rather than memeg. (28b) gives the semantic representation of (28a) and shows how jo is treated as a 
plural count noun in the semantic logical structure. The logical structure in (28b) also shows that jo 
memegul ‘master/owner of the houses’ should be treated as an instance of alienable possession. The 
possession in this case is neither have.as.part′ (x, y) ‘body part’, have.as.kin′ (x, y) ‘kin relation’, nor 
have.as.attribute′ (x, y) ‘attribute of’, therefore it must be alienable. So, although the morphological 
form, =ul, indicates inalienable possession, the semantics says it is alienable possession. If =ul were 
interpreted as expressing inalienable possession, jo memegul would mean ‘fathers of the house’. 
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(28) a.  RP 
 
   CORER 
 
  RP CORER 
 
  CORER NUCR PRO 
 
  NUCR 
 
  N N 
 
 jo mem-eg=ul 
 house father-3SG.POSR=PL.POSM 
 
 NUCR NASP   [syntactic operator representation] 
 
 CORER   NUM 
 
 RP   ‘master/owner of the houses’ 
 

 b. have′ (mem-, jo)   [alienable possession] 
 
  〈NUMPL 〈NASPCOUNT (jo) 〉〉  [semantic operator representation] 

3.2 Inalienable possession paradigms 

Illustrative paradigms for some of the inalienably possessed noun forms are given in Tables 2–4. Note 
that the forms for second and third person dual, second and third person plural are the same in each 
case. This is the same as for the verb inflection (see Roberts 1996). Also note that there is no distinction 
between masculine and feminine even in the third person. Tables 2 and 3 illustrate paradigms for the 
kinship terms cotig ‘same sex sibling’ and ateg ‘daughter’, respectively, which have plural possessum 
forms. Table 4 illustrates the paradigm for the body part term deweg ‘body’, which does not have a plural 
possessum form. 
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Table 2. Possessed noun inflections for cotig ‘same sex sibling’ 

Person/Num Singular possessor Dual possessor Plural possessor 

1/SG.POSM coti cotile cotige 
 ‘my sibling’ ‘our(DU) sibling’ ‘our(PL) sibling’ 
1/PL.POSM cotiel cotileil cotigeil 
 ‘my siblings’ ‘our(DU) siblings’ ‘our(PL) siblings’ 
2/ SG.POSM cotin cotola cotoga 
 ‘your(SG) sibling’ ‘your(DU) sibling’ ‘your(PL) sibling’ 
2/ PL.POSM cotinel cotolail cotogail 
 ‘your(SG) siblings’ ‘your(DU) siblings’ ‘your(PL) siblings’ 
3/ SG.POSM cotig cotola cotoga 
 ‘his/her sibling’ ‘their(DU)  sibling’ ‘their(PL) sibling’ 
3/ PL.POSM cotugul cotolail cotogail 
 ‘his/her siblings’ ‘their(DU)  siblings’ ‘their(PL) siblings’ 

 

Table 3. Possessed noun inflections for ateg ‘daughter’ 

Person/Num Singular possessor Dual possessor Plural possessor 

1/ SG.POSM ateni atenile atenige 
 ‘my daughter’ ‘our(DU) daughter’ ‘our(PL) daughter’ 
1/ PL.POSM ateniel atenileil atenigeil 
 ‘my daughters’ ‘our(DU) daughters’ ‘our(PL) daughters’ 
2/ SG.POSM aten atanala atanaga 
 ‘your(SG) daughter’ ‘your(DU) daughter’ ‘your(PL) daughter’ 
2/ PL.POSM atenel atanalail atanagail 
 ‘your(SG) daughters’ ‘your(DU) daughters’ ‘your(PL) daughters’ 
3/ SG.POSM ateg atanala atanaga 
 ‘his/her daughter’ ‘their(DU) daughter’ ‘their(PL) daughter’ 
3/ PL.POSM ategul atanalail atanagail 
 ‘his/her daughters’ ‘their(DU) daughters’ ‘their(PL) daughters’ 

 

Table 4. Possessed noun inflections for deweg ‘body’ 

Person Singular possessor Dual possessor Plural possessor 

1 deweni dewenile dewenige 
 ‘my body’ ‘our(DU) body’ ‘our(PL) body’ 
2 dewen dewenela dewenega 
 ‘your(SG) body’ ‘your(DU) body’ ‘your(PL) body’ 
3 deweg dewenela dewenega 
 ‘his/her body’ ‘their(DU) body’ ‘their(PL) body’ 

 

Notice that the first person singular form of coti ‘my same sex sibling’ is slightly different from the 
first person singular forms ateni ‘my daughter’ and deweni ‘my body’. In coti the first person singular 
suffix is -i, whereas in ateni and deweni it is -ni. This is because coti ‘my same sex sibling’ belongs to the 
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set of terms for kinship relations one is born with. These are family of orientation kinship terms. The 
family of orientation is the nuclear family into which ego was born and reared, consisting of his/her 
father, mother, brothers and sisters.5 Ateni ‘my daughter’ belongs to the set of terms for kinship relations 
one acquires through marriage or other means. These are family of procreation kinship terms. The family 
of procreation is the nuclear family which ego establishes by marriage, consisting of his/her 
wife/husband, son(s) and daughter(s).6 A listing of family of orientation kinship terms is given in table 5 
and a listing of family of procreation kinship terms is given in table 6. 

Table 5. Family of orientation kinship terms 

1SG.POSR 2SG.POSR 3SG.POSR  

abiel abinel abegul ‘all the men on the mother’s side of 
the family, mother’s sister’s children’ 

asi asin asag ‘grandparent/child’ 
au (ani) anin anag ‘mother’ 
awi awin awag ‘nephew, niece’ 
bini binin binig ‘father’s sister’ 
coti cotin cotig ‘same sex sibling’ 
dodi dodin dodig ‘great grandparent/child’ 
huhi huhin huhig ‘husband’s parent’ 
jajani jajain jajaig ‘great great grandparent/child’ 
jamuli jamulin jamulig ‘mother’s brother’s wife’ 
mei memen memeg ‘father’ 
memetiel memetinel memetigul ‘all the men on the father’s side of 

the family’ 
meni menin menig ‘brother’s wife,  husband’s sister’ 
momoi momoin momoig ‘wife’s mother’ 
sawai sawain sawaig ‘pig friend’ 
wali walin waliag ‘same sex sibling’ 

 

Note that this anthropological basis for the morphological difference in the kinship terms in table 5   
and table 6 has some anomalies. For example, it would be expected that sawai, a friend made through a 
pig exchange, would be in the family of procreation set of terms since this type of relationship is made 
through a contractual exchange. But sawai is in the family of orientation set. Similarly, one is born with 
siblings of the opposite sex as well as siblings of the same sex. Yet, while sibling of the same sex terms 
coti ‘my same sex sibling’ and wali ‘my same sex sibling’ are in the family of orientation terms set, the 
sibling of the opposite sex term, cebinami, is in the family of procreation terms set. It would also be 
expected that a person is born into his sihuniel ‘clan, tribe’ and does not acquire this relationship after 
birth. Yet this term is in the family of procreation set. One explanation for this is that in the past one 
becomes formally part of one’s clan or tribe through some kind of rite of passage. Despite these 
anomalies the great majority of the kinship terms in table 5 and table 6 subscribe to this anthropological 
distinction. The semantic representation of kinship terms also needs to be refined to 
have.as.orientation.kin′ (x, y) for the family of orientation kinship terms and have.as.procreation. 
kin′ (x, y) for the family of procreation kinship terms. 
 

5 See http://anthropology.ua.edu/Faculty/murphy/436/kinship.htm (accessed 11 August, 2014). 
6 Ibid. 
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Table 6. Family of procreation kinship terms 

1SG.POSR 2SG.POSR 3SG.POSR  

aideni aiden aideg ‘wife’ 
ateni aten ateg ‘daughter’ 
begawi begawin bega ‘child’ 
cafani cafan cafag ‘brother’s wife’ 
cebinami cebinam cebinag ‘opposite sex sibling’ 
gaini gain gainag ‘cousin’ 
gemuni gemun gemug ‘husband’ 
hijeni hijen hijag ‘mate’ 
jomoni jomonin jomon ‘namesake’ 
mageni magen mageg ‘brother’s wife’ 
melami melem melah ‘son’ 
mudubani mudubain muduban ‘distant neighbour’ 
osomi osom osoh ‘brother-in-law’ 
sihuniel sihunel sihunegul ‘clan, tribe’ 
talacuni talacun talac ‘children, family’ 
tanali tanain tanaig ‘wife’s father’ 
utuqani utuqain utuqan ‘near neighbour’ 

 

It is also worth noting that all the nonkinship terms, i.e., body part terms and personal attribute 
terms, have the morphological marking of the family of procreation kinship terms. This would follow 
from the fact that both body part terms and personal attribute terms can usually be used in a dissociative 
sense as well as an inalienably possessed sense. For example, the body part term ameg is literally ‘his 
eye(s)’, but it can also mean ‘sight, view; attention; mind, understanding, thinking; desire, lust; skill; 
centre of something round; reward, payment’. Body part terms can also express a meronymic 
relationship with inanimate nouns. These are given in table 21. The personal attribute term cudug means 
‘his personal place’ and the equivalent nonpossessed term cudun just means ‘place’. 

There are a small number of kinship terms of address that are not inalienably possessed and these 
are listed in table 7. These all appear to be family of procreation terms. 

Table 7. Nonpossessed kinship terms of address 

aba ‘sibling of opposite sex’ related to abegul 
bab ‘sibling of opposite sex’ 
cebu ‘sibling of opposite sex’ related to cebinag 
mois ‘small child’ 
wawac ‘nephew/niece’ possibly related to awag 
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Table 8. Vowel harmony in possessed noun inflections 

Dual Plural  

majanile majanige ‘our shame’ 
majanala majanaga ‘your/their shame’ 
dewenile dewenige ‘our body’ 
dewenela dewenega ‘your/their body’ 
binile binige ‘our aunt’ 
binila biniga ‘your/their aunt’ 
osomile osomige ‘our brother-in-law’ 
osomola osomoga ‘your/their brother-in-law’ 
hulinile hulinige ‘our encouragement’ 
hulunula hulunuga ‘your/their encouragement’ 

 

Another point to note about the possessed noun paradigms is that the second and third person dual 
and plural forms exhibit vowel harmony. This also occurs in the verb inflection (see Roberts 1996). Table 
8 illustrates how the vowel harmony works and the harmonic vowels are underlined in each example. 
The first person dual and plural forms have the formants -ile and -ige, respectively, as the final part of the 
suffixation. These remain the same for all stem forms. However, the second/third person dual and plural 
forms have the formants -Vla and -Vga, respectively, as the final part of the suffixation. The V is 
interpreted as an epenthetic vowel which harmonises with the vowel in the noun stem.  

There are a number of kinship terms which have an alternative reduced version of the nonsingular 
forms. These are listed in table 9. Note that the vowel harmony from the original form is maintained in 
the reduced form. 

Table 9. Kinship terms with alternative nonsingular forms 

aidinile, aidinila, aidinige, aidiniga 
≈ aidile, aidila, aidige, aidiga 

‘our(DU)/our(PL) wife’ 

atenile, atanala, atenige, atanala 
≈ atile, atala, atige, atala 

‘our(DU)/our(PL) daughter’ 

cafanile, cafanala, cafanige, cafanaga 
≈ cafile, cafala, cafige, cafaga 

‘our(DU)/our(PL) brother’s wife’ 

gemunile, gemunula, gemunige, gemunuga 
≈ gemule, gemula, gemuge, gemuga 

‘our(DU)/our(PL) husband’ 

magenile, maganala, magenige, maganaga 
≈ magile, magala, magige, magaga 

‘our(DU)/our(PL) brother’s wife’ 

momonile, momonola, momonige, momonoga 
≈ momoile, momola, momoige, momoga 

‘our(DU)/our(PL) wife’s mother’ 

walinile, walanala, walinige, walanaga 
≈ walile, walala, walige, walaga 

our(DU)/our(PL) ‘sibling of 
opposite sex’ 

 

Over 160 inalienably possessed noun forms have been identified and these are listed in table 10 
according to their morphological classes. The nouns can be analysed into some 37 classes on the basis of 
their first, second and third person singular forms given in columns 2, 3, and 4 of table 10. Some nouns 
have alternative forms and these are shown in parentheses ( ). As already mentioned, the nouns can be 
divided into three semantic groupings of kinship terms (KT), body part terms (BP), and personal 
attributes (PA). By far the majority are body part terms: KT = 39, BP = 94, PA = 29. 
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 Table 10. Inalienably possessed noun morphological classes  

Class 1st person 2nd person 3rd person Gloss 

C1 -ni -n -g  
KT aide-ni aide-n aide-g ‘wife’ 
BP amuli-ni amuli-n amuli-g ‘tear(s)’ 
KT ate-ni ate-n ate-g ‘daughter’ 
BP bami-ni bami-n bami-g ‘scrotum’ 
BP bi-ni bi-n bi-g ‘intestines, anus’ 
BP bi-ni anag bi-n anag bi-g anag ‘stomach’ 
KT cafa-ni cafa-n cafa-g ‘brother’s wife’ 
BP cooli-ni cooli-n cooli-g ‘white hair, maturity’ 
BP dahi-ni dahi-n dahi-g ‘ear(s)’ 
BP dewe-ni dewe-n dewe-g ‘body, skin, person’ 
BP gee-ni gee-n gee-g ‘penis’ 
KT gemu-ni gemu-n gemu-g ‘husband’ 
(KT) hije-ni hije-n hija-g ‘mate, partner’ 
BP jeje-ni jeje-n jeje-g ‘voice’ 
KT mage-ni mage-n mage-g ‘brother’s wife’ 
C2 -ni -nin -g  
(BP) cudu-ni cudu-nin cudu-g ‘place’ 
BP hohu-ni hohu-nin hohu-g ‘tail’ 
(BP) nalu-ni nalu-nin nalu-g ‘whole being’ 
BP sili-ni sili-nin sili-g ‘navel’ 
PA teehu-ni teehu-nin teehu-g ‘girth, strength’ 
C3 -ni -in -g  
BP dolo-ni dolo-in dolo-g ‘ghost after death’ 
BP gema-ni gema-in gema-g ‘liver, anger’ 
BP gia-ni gia-in gia-g ‘armpit(s)’ 
PA maja-ni maja-in maja-g ‘shame’ 
BP sibe-ni sibe-in sibe-g ‘chin’ 
BP taba-ni taba-in taba-g ‘lock of hair’ 
C4 -ni -n -ug  
PA cula-ni cula-n cula-ug ‘pride’ 
C5 -eni -ein -ug  
PA cewel-eni cewel-ein cewel-ug ‘humility, service’ 
C6 -ini -in -ug  
PA nel-ini nel-in nel-ug ‘sorrow’ 
C7 -ni -n -nag  
KT gai-ni gai-n gai-nag ‘cousin’ 
C8 -ni -in -nug  
(BP) ceme-ni ceme-in ceme-nug ‘presence’ 
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Class 1st person 2nd person 3rd person Gloss 

C9 -mi -m -g  
BP ai-mi ai-m ai-g ‘tooth, teeth’ 
KT cebina-mi cebina-m cebina-g ‘opposite sex sibling’ 
C10 -ni -nin -n  
(BP) cau-ni cau-nin cau-n ‘centre, base, home’ 
BP cuhu-ni cuhu-nin cuhu-n ‘flesh’ 
BP gegehi-ni gegehi-nin gegehi-n ‘body dirt’ 
PA gelehi-ni gelehi-nin gelehi-n ‘bravery’ 
(BP) hahu-ni hahu-nin hahu-n ‘reflection, shadow’ 
PA huli-ni huli-nin huli-n ‘encouragement’ 
(KT) jomo-ni jomo-nin jomo-n ‘namesake’ 
BP labe-ni labe-nin labe-n ‘testicle(s)’ 
PA melega-ni jauec melega-nin jauec melega-n jauec ‘purity’ 
C11 -ni -in -n  
PA bebesa-ni bebesa-in bebesa-n ‘disapproval’ 
PA bina-ni bina-in bina-n ‘fame, honour, 

reputation, esteem’ 
BP ceba-ni ceba-in ceba-n ‘kidney(s), character’ 
PA cehewa-ni cehewa-in cehewa-n ‘wealth’ 
(KT) cicilo-ni cicilo-in cicilo-n ‘imitator’ 
PA cucuia-ni cucuia-in cucuia-n ‘fear’ 
PA duma-ni duma-in duma-n ‘character’ 
BP ebe-ni (ebani) ebe-in (ebain) ebe-n (eban) ‘hand(s), forearm(s)’ 
(KT) gauna-ni manec gauna-in manec gauna-n manec ‘person yearned for’ 
PA gelela-ni gelela-in gelela-n ‘health, vigour’ 
BP gilia-ni gilia-in gilia-n ‘serum, oozing’ 
PA gulia-ni gulia-in gulia-n ‘roughness of 

character’ 
(BP) hahaba-ni hahaba-in hahaba-n ‘spirit which leaves a 

person when startled’ 
PA hihiba-ni hihiba-in hihiba-n ‘violence, daring’ 
PA hilia-ni hilia-in hilia-n ‘wealth’ 
BP hilima-ni hilima-in hilima-n ‘vein, character’ 
BP hojo-ni hojo-in hojo-n ‘wing(s)’ 
BP hulufa-ni hulufa-in hulufa-n ‘scar’ 
BP huta-ni huta-in huta-n ‘sound of a person, 

reputation’ 
PA ihico-ni ihico-in ihico-n ‘image’ 
PA ija-ni ija-in ija-n ‘name’ 
PA iloco-ni iloco-in iloco-n ‘knowledge’ 
(BP) jecefa-ni jecefa-in jecefa-n ‘leftover food’ 
PA lalafa-ni lalafa-in lalafa-n ‘kindness, patience’ 
PA leha-ni leha-in leha-n ‘energy, vitality’ 
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Class 1st person 2nd person 3rd person Gloss 

(KT) muduba-ni muduba-in muduba-n ‘distant neighbour’ 
PA oloho-ni oloho-in oloho-n ‘bad temper’ 
(KT) osobe-ni osobe-in osobe-n ‘companion’ 
PA sesewa-ni sesewa-in sesewa-n ‘trembling, shaking’ 
BP silima-ni silima-in silima-n ‘tendon’ 
BP sulufa-ni sulufa-in sulufa-n ‘scar’ 
PA teba-ni teba-in teba-n ‘feeling, sensation’ 
PA toina-ni toina-in toina-n ‘treasured possessions’ 
BP ue-ni ue-in ue-n ‘upper arm(s), valour’ 
(KT) utuqa-ni utuqa-in utuqa-n ‘near neighbour’ 
 wica-ni wica-in wica-n ‘image, characteristics’ 
BP wowogo-ni wowogo-in wowogo-n ‘bosom, refuge’ 
C12 -ni -n -c  
BP amese-ni amese-n amese-c ‘eye socket(s)’ 
BP gosi-ni gosi-n gosi-c ‘hair’ 
BP qafi-ni qafi-n qafi-c ‘crown of head’ 
C13 -ni -nin -c  
BP bagi-ni bagi-nin bagi-c ‘feathers, hair’ 
BP bati-ni bati-nin bati-c ‘feathers’ 
BP ilohu-ni ilohu-nin ilohu-c ‘brain’ 
C14 -ni -in -c  
BP gola-ni gola-in gola-c ‘blood’ 
BP goqa-ni goqa-in goqa-c ‘shoulder joint(s)’ 
BP malasa-ni malasa-in malasa-c ‘pancreas’ 
BP nenege-ni nenege-in nenege-c ‘spleen’ 
(KT) tutua-ni tutua-in tutua-c ‘advocate, champion’ 
C15 -ni -in -ic  
BP gada-ni (catani) gada-in (catain) gada-ic (cataic) ‘hip(s)’ 
C16 -mi -m -c  
BP cigu-mi cigu-m cigu-c ‘snivel’ 
C17 -mi -im -c  
BP gabala-mi gabala-im gabala-c ‘shoulder blade(s)’ 
BP sahala-mi sahala-im sahali-c ‘saliva’ 
C18 -uni -un Ø  
KT talac-uni talac-un talac ‘children, family’ 
KT talacul-uni talacul-un talacul ‘families’ 
C19 -mi -m -h  
BP bagele-mi bagele-m bagele-h ‘lowest part of back’ 
BP bibito-mi bibito-m bibito-h ‘buttock(s)’ 
BP bicile-mi bicile-m bicile-h ‘sacrum, tail bone’ 
BP gailo-mi gailo-m gailo-h ‘groin’ 
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Class 1st person 2nd person 3rd person Gloss 

BP gogodo-mi gogodo-m gogodo-h ‘backbone’ 
BP hibilo-mi hibilo-m hibilo-h ‘space behind a 

person’ 
BP ho-mi ho-m ho-h ‘back support, burden 

on the back’ 
BP iso-mi iso-m iso-h ‘sore, wound’ 
BP jai-mi jai-m jai-h ‘foot, feet, lower leg’ 
BP mai-mi mai-m mai-h ‘tooth, teeth’ 
KT mela-mi mele-m mela-h ‘son’ 
BP mugu-mi mugu-m mugu-h ‘breastbone, share’ 
KT oso-mi oso-m oso-h ‘brother-in-law’ 
BP qehe-mi qehe-m (qehim) qei-h (qehih) ‘rib(s), side’ 
BP tucu-mi tucu-m tucu-h ‘thigh’ 
BP wailo-mi wailo-m wailo-h ‘waist, loins’ 
C20 -mi -im -h  
BP beila-mi beila-im (beilem) beila-h ‘tongue’ 
BP bia-mi bia-im bia-h ‘mouth’ 
BP halaca-mi halaca-im halace-h ‘space between a 

person’s legs’ 
BP sasala-mi sasala-im sasalo-h ‘crotch’ 
C21 -ni -nin -h  
PA ilete-ni ilete-nin ilete-h ‘brightness, 

illumination’ 
BP sagu-ni sagu-nin sagu-h ‘urethra’ 
BP sewa-ni sewa-nin sewa-h ‘groin, urinary tract’ 
C22 -i -in -eh  
(KT) huqan-i huqan-in huqan-eh ‘substitute, heir, 

inheritance’ 
PA jauban-i jauban-in jauban-eh ‘character’ 
C23 -ni -n Ø  
BP be-ni be-n be ‘neck (front)’ 
BP co-ni co-n co ‘lip(s), speech’ 
BP du-ni du-n du ‘neck (back)’ 
BP su-ni su-n su (sug) ‘breast(s) (woman’s)’ 
C24 -ni -in Ø  
BP ola-ni ola-in ola ‘face, ahead’ 
C25 -ini -in Ø  
 ceeh-ini ceeh-in ceeh ‘magic, poison’ 
BP cul-ini cul-in cul ‘heart’ 
BP musul-ini musul-in musul ‘sweat’ 
BP teful-ini teful-in teful ‘bone’ 
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Class 1st person 2nd person 3rd person Gloss 

C26 -ini -inin Ø  
BP ganac-ini ganac-inin ganac ‘skin’ 
C27 -ani -ain Ø  
BP gob-ani gob-ain gob ‘knee(s)’ 
C28 -uni -unin Ø  
BP umuni umunin um ‘midriff, loins, waist’ 
C29 -mi -m Ø  
BP biso-mi biso-m biso ‘back of head’ 
BP faco-mi faco-m faco ‘hollow behind 

clavicle’ 
BP hibo-mi 

(hibilemi) 
hibo-m hibo ‘space behind a 

person’ 
BP ilo-mi ilo-m ilo ‘head’ 
BP mede-mi mede-m mede ‘nose’ 
BP qato-mi qato-m qato ‘shoulder’ 
BP siho-mi siho-m siho ‘side of head’ 
C30 -wi -win Ø  
KT bega-wi bega-win bega ‘child’ 
C31 -ni -in -ig  
KT jaja-ni jaja-in jaja-ig ‘gt gt grandparent/ 

child’ 
C32 -li -in -ig  
KT tana-li tana-in tana-ig (tanaug) ‘wife’s father’ 
C33 -i -in -ig  
KT bin-i bin-in (binim) bin-ig ‘father’s sister’ 
KT cot-i cot-in cot-ig ‘same sex sibling’ 
KT dod-i dod-in dod-ig ‘great grandparent/ 

child’ 
KT huh-i huh-in huh-ig ‘husband’s parent’ 
KT jamul-i jamul-in jamul-ig ‘mother’s brother’s 

wife’ 
KT men-i men-in (menim) men-ig ‘brother’s wife,  

husband’s sister’ 
KT momo-i 

(momoni) 
momo-in momo-ig ‘wife’s mother’ 

(KT) sawa-i sawa-in sawa-ig ‘pig friend’ 
BP waw-i waw-in wau-g (wawig) ‘stomach’ 
C34 -i -in -iag  
KT wal-i wal-in (walien) wal-iag ‘same sex sibling’ 
C35 -i -in -ag  
KT au (ani) an-in an-ag ‘mother’ 
KT as-i as-in as-ag ‘grandparent/child’ 
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Class 1st person 2nd person 3rd person Gloss 

KT aw-i aw-in aw-ag ‘nephew, niece’ 
BP min-i min-in min-ag ‘vagina’ 

C36 -i -en -eg  

BP am-i am-en am-eg ‘eye(s)’ 
KT me-i (memi) mem-en mem-eg ‘father’ 
C37    +PLURAL 
KT abiel abinel abegul ‘all the men on the 

mother’s side of the 
family, mother’s 
sister’s children’ 

KT memetiel memetinel memetigul ‘all the men on the 
father’s side of the 
family’ 

KT sihuniel sihunel sihunegul ‘clan, tribe’ 

3.3 An account of the morphology 

The categories of first, second and third person singular are marked variously as follows: 
 

First person: -ni [C1–C4, C7–C8, C10–C15, C21, C32–C24, C31], -eni [C5], -ini [C6, C25–C26], -uni 
[C18, C28], -ani [C27], -mi [C9, C16–C17, C19–C20, C29], -i [C22, C33–C36], -wi [C30], -li 
[C32]. 

Second person: -n [C1, C4, C7, C12, C23] -nin [C2, C10, C13, C21], -in [C3, C6, C8, C11, C14–C15, 
C22, C24–C25, C31–C35], -ein [C5], -un [C18], -inin [C26], -ain [C27], -unin [C28], -win 
[C30], -en [C36]. 

Third person: -g [C1–C3, C9], -ug [C4–C6], -nag [C7], -nug [C8], -ig [C31–C33], -iag [C34], -ag 
[C35], -eg [C36], -n [C10–C11], -c [C12–C14, C16–C17], -h [C19–C21], -eh [C22], Ø [C18, 
C23–C30]. 

 

On first inspection there would appear to be the possibility of reducing the amount of morpho-
lexical allomorphy exhibited by these forms through morphophonological process. However, while some 
of these allomorphs can be accounted for by phonological process, in each case there are exceptions to 
the rules. 

For example, compare the second person forms in C2 and C3. In C2 the suffix is -nin while in C3 it 
is -in. The difference in these forms could be accounted for by the fact that in C2 the noun stem ends in a 
[+high] vowel while in C3 the noun stem ends in a [−high] vowel. One could speculate that the suffix 
in C3 is also underlyingly -nin but that the initial n is deleted between a [−high] vowel and a [+high] 
vowel. This deletion analysis could be applied to cemein in C8, to the 35 forms in C11, and to the 6 forms 
in C14 and C15. The nondeletion of n between [+high] vowels could also be applied to the 3 forms in 
C13. However, there are three forms in C10, jomonin ‘namesake’, labenin ‘testicle(s)’ and meleganin 
‘purity’, which are exceptions to such an n deletion rule. Therefore this rule cannot be established as a 
general phonological process in the language. 

For another example, compare the first person suffixes -ni and -mi. In many cases where -mi occurs 
it follows a [+round] vowel, e.g., cigumi ‘my snivel’ in C16, isomi ‘my brother-in-law’, and tucumi ‘my 
thigh(s)’ in C19, and ilomi ‘my head’ and qatomi ‘my shoulder’ in C29. One could therefore posit a 
phonological rule such as (29). 
 

(29)       V   
  n → m  [+round] + ____ 
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However, one then has to account for the many counterexamples. There are many examples of -mi 
following a [−round] vowel, e.g., gabalami ‘my shoulder blade’ in C17, maimi ‘my teeth’ and qehemi ‘my 
ribs’ in C19, beilami ‘my tongue’ in C20, and medemi ‘my nose’ in C29. One could ‘save’ the rule in these 
cases by allowing n → m formation in cases where the noun stem contains a labial consonant, such as b, 
f, m, q or w. However, there are still exceptions, such as sahalami ‘my saliva’ in C17, jaimi ‘my feet’ in 
C19, and sasalami ‘my crotch’ in C20, in which this condition is not met. There are also many cases 
where -ni occurs following a [+round] vowel, e.g., cuduni ‘my place’ in C2, doloni ‘my ghost’ in C3, 
cuhuni ‘my flesh’ in C10, ciciloni ‘my imitator’ in C11, ilohuni ‘my brain’ in C13, and coni ‘my lips’ in C23. 
In the end one has to conclude that while the -ni ≈ -mi alternation may have been produced historically 
by phonological process in the current language it is fossilised allomorphy. 

4 Reflexive possession 

Amele has reflexive pronouns suffixed with -dodoc ‘self’, i.e., ija-dodoc ‘myself’, hina-dodoc ‘yourself’,  
uqa-dodoc ‘his/her/itself’, ele-dodoc ‘our(DU)-selves’, ale-dodoc ‘your(DU)/ them(DU)-selves’, ege-dodoc 
‘our(PL)-selves’ and age-dodoc ‘you(PL)/them(PL)-selves. These forms can be used to express a reflexive 
relation, as in (30) and (31), or to express emphasis, as in (32).  
 

(30) Ege ege-dodoc f-oq-a. 
 1PL 1PL-self see-1PL.SU-TODP 
 ‘We saw ourselves.’ 
(31) Dana uqa-dodoc=nu saab ut-ei-a.7 
 man 3SG-self=for food 3SG.OO-3SG.SU-TODP 
 ‘The man gave food to himself.’ 
(32) Ege ege-dodoc bel-oq-a. 
 1PL 1PL-self go-1PL.SU-TODP 
 ‘We ourselves went.’ 
 

As with Evenki, the reflexive pronouns can also be used to express reflexive or emphatic possession. 
They can be used in both the alienable possession construction, as in (33), or in the inalienable 
possession construction, as in (34) and (35). 
 

(33) Caja uqa-dodoc=na jo man-ei-a. 
 woman 3SG-self=of house burn-3SG.SU-TODP 
 ‘The woman burnt her own house.’ 
(34) Ija ija-dodoc ebe-ni q-ug-a. 
 1SG 1SG-self arm-1SG.POSR hit-1SG.SU-TODP 
 ‘I hit my own arm.’ 
(35) Uqa uqa-dodoc mela-h ceb ut-ei-a. 
 3SG 3SG-self son-3SG.POSR betelnut 3SG.OO-3SG.SU-TODP 
 ‘He gave betelnut to his own son.’ 
 

Reflexives in Amele pose some problems for mainstream generative grammar (MGG) as expounded 
in Hornstein, Nunes and Grohmann (2005), for example. In MGG reflexives are controlled by the binding 
principles as set out in (36). 
 

7The verb ‘give’ in Amele does not have a verb stem as such. The oblique object marker, which agrees with the 
recipient, functions as the verb stem. This is optionally followed by direct object agreement. See Roberts (1997) for a 
fuller account. 
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(36) Binding Theory (Hornstein, Nunes and Grohmann 2005:248) 
 Binding Principles: 
 (i) Principle A: 
  An anaphor (e.g., a reflexive or reciprocal) must be bound in its domain. 
 (ii) Principle B: 
  A pronoun must be free (not bound) in its domain. 
 (iii) Principle C: 
  An R(eferring)-expression (e.g., a name, a variable) must be free (everywhere). 
 Domain: 
 α is the domain for β iff α is the smallest IP (TP) containing β and the governor of β. 
 Binding: 
 α binds β iff α c-commands and is coindexed with β. 
 

The binding principles in (36) work on the basis that the antecedent must be higher in the 
constituent structure than the reflexive anaphor for it to be bound in its domain. The hierarchical 
structure in MGG is based on the X-bar schema8 and ‘higher in the structure’ is defined by the notion of 
c(onstituent)-command given in (37). 
 

(37) C-Command (Hornstein, Nunes and Grohmann 2005:366) 
 α c-commands β iff 
 (i) α is a sister of β or 
 (ii) α is a sister of γ and γ dominates β 
 

In Amele, subject and object are cross-referenced on the verb, as shown in (38a). However, since 
both subject and object are pro-dropped, the cross-reference agreements on the verb function as the core 
arguments of the clause. The verb qitoia ‘he hit me’ in (38a) can stand alone as the exponent of the 
clause. In (38a) ija ‘1SG’ is a pronoun and is not bound to an antecedent. It therefore follows binding 
principle B in (36). In (38b) ijadodoc ‘myself’ is an anaphor and is bound to its antecedent ija ‘1SG’ or -ug  
‘1SG’. Either of these antecedents would c-command ijadodoc and therefore binding principle A in (36) is 
followed. In (38c) uqadodoc ‘himself’ is also an anaphor and bound to its antecedent dana eu ‘that man’ 
or -oi ‘3SG’. It also obeys binding principle A in (36). (38d) contains a reflexive possessor ijadodoc melami 
‘my own son’. The anaphor ijadodoc ‘my own’ is bound to its antecedent ija ‘1SG’ or -ug  ‘1SG’. Again 
either of these antecedents would c-command ijadodoc and binding principle A is obeyed. 
 

(38) a. (Dana eu) (ija) q-it-oi-a. 
  (man that) (1SG) hit-1SG.DO-3SG.SU-TODP 
  ‘(That man) he hit me.’ 
 b. (Ija) ija-dodoc q-ug-a. 
  (1SG) 1SG-self hit-1SG.SU-TODP 
  ‘I hit myself.’ 
 c. (Dana eu) uqa-dodoc q-oi-a. 
  (man that) 3SG-self hit-3SG.SU-TODP 
  ‘(That man) he hit himself.’ 
 d. (Ija) ija-dodoc mela-mi q-ug-a. 
  (1SG) 1SG-self son-1SG.POSR hit-1SG.SU-TODP 
  ‘I hit my own son.’ 

8X-bar theory is a system designed to formalise the traditional notion ‘head of a construction’ and to constrain the 
range of possible phrase structure rules. One constraint is that an NP, for example, must be headed by a noun. This 
contrasts with RRG where it is not required that an RP be headed by a noun. Another constraint is that phrases have 
three bar levels of 0, 1, 2, where noun is bar-0 and NP is bar-2. Instead of this, RRG has three functional levels of 
nucleus, core (nucleus + arguments) and RP. 
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(39) a. Ija q-it-ig-a. 
  1SG hit-1SG.DO-1SG.SU-TODP 
  ‘I hit me.’ 
 b. Ija-dodoc mela-mi (ija) q-it-oi-a. 
  1SG-self son-1SG.POSR (1SG) hit-1SG.DO-3SG.SU-TODP 
  ‘My own son hit me.’ 

But the forms in (39) do not obey the binding principles in (36). In (39a) a pronominal argument -it 
‘1SG.DO’ is c-commanded by and bound to a coreferential antecedent pronoun, ija ‘1SG’. Binding principle 
B states that a pronoun must be free (not bound) in its domain. Therefore (39a) violates binding 
principle B. In (39b) a pronoun ija ‘1SG’/-it ‘1SG.DO’ is c-commanded by and bound to a coreferential 
antecedent anaphor, the reflexive possessive ijadodoc melami ‘my own son’. This violates binding 
principles A and B. 
 

ACTOR UNDERGOER 
 

Arg of  
DO 

1st arg of   
do′ (x, … 

1st arg of   
pred′ (x, y) 

2nd arg of   
pred′ (x, y) 

Arg of state 
pred′ (x) 

     
agent effector location theme patient 
 etc. etc. etc. etc. 
  possessor possessed  

 

Figure 3: Actor-undergoer hierarchy 

RRG has its own set of principles regarding reflexivisation. They are set out in Van Valin (2005: 
161–170). In RRG, grammatical relations, such as subject and direct object, are not recognised as 
primitive concepts or derived from constituent structure. Instead, they are replaced by the syntactic 
notions of privileged syntactic argument (PSA) and direct core argument, respectively, and the semantic 
macroroles of actor and undergoer. Actor and undergoer are generalisations across thematic relations 
such as agent, effector, location, theme, patient. The single argument of an intransitive verb is either an 
actor, as with verbs like run, or an undergoer, as with verbs like die. The relationship between the 
macroroles and the argument positions in logical structures is captured in the actor-undergoer hierarchy 
shown in figure 3. This hierarchy says that the first argument of a non-state predicate can be selected as 
actor and the first or second argument of a non-activity predicate can be selected as undergoer. 

Thus, whereas the binding principles in (36) are based on the relationship between arguments in 
constituent structure, the RRG principles controlling reflexivisation are based on the relationship 
between arguments in semantic structure. They are set out in (40), (41) and (42). 
 

(40) Role Hierarchy Condition on reflexivisation: 
 The reflexive pronoun must not be higher on the PSA selection hierarchy (as applied to 

the restrictions on selection of PSAs in the language) than its antecedent. 
(41) a. Logical structure superiority (LS-superiority) 
  A constituent P in logical structure is LS-superior to a constituent Q iff there is a 

constituent R in logical structure such that 
  i. Q is a constituent of R, and 
  ii. P and R are primary arguments of the same logical structure. 
 b. Superiority condition on reflexivisation: 
  A bound variable may not be LS-superior to its binder. 
(42) Domain of Obligatory Reflexivisation Constraint: 
 Within a simple clause, one of two coreferring RPs which are semantic co-arguments 

must be realised as a reflexive, while one of two coreferring RPs which are not 
semantic co-arguments may be realised as a reflexive. 
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The role hierarchy condition on reflexivisation in (40) bases conditions of reflexivisation on the 
actor and undergoer macroroles instead of on constituent structure. It says that a reflexive pronoun must 
not be higher on the macrorole hierarchy than its antecedent: actor > undergoer > other. The logical 
structure conditions (41) say that only primary arguments of the same logical structure can be involved 
in antecedent-reflexive binding relationships. This is equivalent to c-command in MGG but cast in terms 
of semantic logical structure instead of constituent structure. The domain of obligatory reflexivisation 
constraint in (42) is equivalent to MGG’s binding principles A-C. This constraint establishes the clause as 
the domain of obligatory reflexivisation and determines whether coreferring RPs in the clause can have 
an antecedent-reflexive binding relationship or not. 

The problems with applying MGG’s binding principles in (36) to Amele reflexive forms can be 
resolved if the RRG principles on reflexivisation are applied instead. The logical structure for (38b) 
shows that this example follows the three RRG principles on reflexivisation. The antecedent ija ‘1SG’ is 
actor and the reflexive pronoun ijadodoc ‘myself’ is undergoer, therefore principle (40) is followed. Both 
antecedent and reflexive are primary arguments of the same logical structure, so principle (41) is 
followed. The antecedent and reflexive are two coreferring RPs which are semantic co-arguments and 
one is a reflexive, so principle (42) is followed. The logical structure for (38d) shows that reflexive 
expression is not a primary argument and therefore the LS-superiority condition is not violated. 
 

(38) b. (Ija) ija-dodoc q-ug-a. 
  (1SG) 1SG-self hit-1SG.SU-TODP 
 b′. SEML do′ (1SGi, [hit′ (1SG, 1SG.selfi)]) 9 
  ‘I hit myself.’ 
 d. (Ija) ija-dodoc mela-mi q-ug-a. 
  (1SG) 1SG-self son-1SG.POSR hit-1SG.SU-TODP 
 d′. SEML do′ (1SGi, [hit′ (1SG, [have.as.procreation.kin′ (1SG.selfi, mela-k)])]) 
  ‘I hit my own son.’ 
 

The logical structure for (39a) which is shown below apparently violates the domain of obligatory 
reflexivisation constraint (42). (39a) has two coreferring arguments which are core co-arguments in the 
clause. Yet one is not realised as a reflexive. However, it is not possible to have *ija ija-dodoc qitiga 
where the undergoer is both cross-referenced on the verb and expressed by a reflexive pronoun. One or 
the other is possible, but not both. For this reason it is proposed that in the ija qitiga form the -it ‘1SG’ 
cross-reference suffix functions as the reflexive argument. Amele is a head-marking language and the 
core arguments are marked on the verb, rather than by the free RPs or pronouns. However, while 
reflexive can be marked on the free pronoun or the noun by -dodoc, it is not possible to mark reflexive on 
the verb suffix. Thus in ija qitiga ‘I hit me’ the -it ‘1SG’ must function as an unmarked reflexive. 
 

(39) a. Ija q-it-ig-a. 
  1SG hit-1SG.DO-1SG.SU-TODP 
 a′. SEML do′ (1SGi, [hit′ (1SGi, 1SGi)]) 
  ‘I hit me.’ 
 b. Ija-dodoc mela-mi (ija) q-it-oi-a. 
  1SG-self son-1SG.POSR (1SG) hit-1SG.DO-3SG.SU-TODP 
 b′. SEML do′ ([have.as.procreation.kin′ (1SG.selfi, mela-k)], [hit′ ([have.as. 

procreation.kin′ (1SG.selfi, mela-k)], 1SGi)]) 
  ‘My own son hit me.’ 
 

The logical structure for (39b) apparently violates the role hierarchy condition on reflexivisation in 
(40), as the reflexive ijadodoc ‘my own’ modifies the PSA (subject) melami ‘my son’. This is higher on the 

9Semelfactives express punctual events which have no result state. 
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PSA selection hierarchy than the antecedent ija ‘1SG’, which functions as undergoer in the logical 
structure. However, ijadodoc ‘my own’ is not a primary argument and therefore does not fulfill the 
requirements of the LS-superiority condition (41), or domain of obligatory reflexivisation constraint (42). 
Therefore all the reflexive possessives can be fully accounted for using the RRG principles on 
reflexivisation set out in (40), (41) and (42). 

5 Derivations involving inalienably possessed forms 

A number of inalienably possessed nouns have a corresponding nonpossessed form. These are listed in 
table 11. PoS means ‘part of speech’. Most are nouns, but some are verbs, adjectives or adverbs.  

Table 11. Inalienably possessed forms and nonpossessed equivalents 

Possessed third 
person form 

Gloss Nonpossessed 
equivalent 

PoS. Gloss 

aideg ‘wife’ aid N ‘female (human)’ 
aig 
 ija aimi 
(maih) 

‘tooth, teeth’ aig 
 ijana aig 
aigca 

N 
 
ADJ 

‘sharpness (inanimate)’ 
 
‘sharp’ 

bamig ‘scrotum’ bam N ‘loin cloth, G-string’ 
bebesan ‘disapproval of’ bebesac N ‘nauseous thing’ 
bega 
 ija begawi 

‘child’ bega 
 ijana bega 

N ‘orphan’ 

bibitoh ‘buttock(s)’ bic N ‘tail (animal/inanimate)’ 
bicileh ‘sacrum’ bic N ‘tail (animal/inanimate)’ 
big ‘anus’ bic N ‘tail (animal/inanimate)’ 
cataic ‘hip(s)’ cat N ‘hip joint (animal)’ 
caun 
 ija cauni 

‘centre’ caun 
 ijana caun 
caunca 

N 
 
ADJ 

‘kernel (inanimate)’ 
 
‘precious’ 

ceban ‘kidney(s)’ ceb N ‘kidney (animal)’ 
ceeh 
 ija ceehini 

‘sorcery’ ceeh 
 ijana ceeh 

N ‘poison (animal)’ 

cewelug ‘service’ cewel N ‘service, servant’ 
coolig ‘maturity’ coolec V ‘to mature’ 
cucuian ‘fear’ cucuiec V ‘to fear’ 
  cucui doc V.IMP ‘to be afraid’ 
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Possessed third 
person form 

Gloss Nonpossessed 
equivalent 

PoS. Gloss 

cudug ‘place’ cudun N ‘place’ 
culaug ‘pride’ culaec V ‘to praise’ 
dahig ‘ear(s)’ dah mec V ‘to hear  (lit. to put ear)’ 
dolog ‘ghost’ dol N ‘ghost’ 
ganac ‘skin’ gandoc V ‘to shed skin’ 
gob 
 ija gobani 

‘knee(s)’ gob 
 ijana gob 

N ‘knee’ 

golac ‘blood’ gol 
golca 

N 
ADJ 

‘redness’ 
‘red’ 

gulian ‘roughness’ gulien N ‘roughness’ 
hibiloh 
hibo 

‘space behind’ hibna 
hibec 

ADV ‘behind, later’ 

hihiban ‘violence’ hihibanec V ‘to be violent’ 
hijag ‘mate’ hijec V ‘to be alike’ 
hulufan ‘scar’ huluec V ‘to rot’ 
huqaneh 
 ija huqani 

‘substitute’ huqan 
 ijana huqan 

N ‘substitute’ 

ileteh ‘illumination’ iletec V ‘to illuminate’ 
jecefan ‘leftover food’ jecefac N ‘afterbirth’ 
jejeg ‘voice’ je N ‘talk’ 
melah ‘son’ mel N ‘boy, son’ 
nelug ‘sorrow’ nelin N ‘sorrow’ 
osoben ‘companion’ osoben ADV ‘together’ 
sihunegul ‘tribe’ sihul N ‘tribe’ 
talac ‘family’ tal N ‘family’ 
teban ‘feeling’ tebandoc V ‘to feel something’ 
tutuac ‘advocate’ tutuc N ‘straight’ 
um 
 ija umuni 

‘midriff’ um 
 ijana um 

N ‘middle’ 

 

Some kinship terms express a reciprocal relationship and they are listed in table 12. All have either 
a male or female ego apart from menig which has a female ego only. 
 

Table 12. Reciprocal kinship terms 

Ego Kinship term Relationship 

M/F asag ‘grandparent or grandchild’ 
M/F dodig ‘great grandparent or grandchild’ 
M/F jajaig ‘great great grandparent or grandchild’ 
F menig ‘brother’s wife or husband’s sister’ 
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Some other kinship terms which express a reciprocal relationship are listed in table 13. These terms 
are derived from nonreciprocal terms (shown in square brackets) by a process of reduplication.10 

Table 13. Derived reciprocal kinship terms 

Ego Term Relationship 

M/F cebinagcebinag [cebinag] ‘opposite sex siblings of each other’ 
M/F cotigcotig [cotig] ‘same sex siblings of each other’ 
M/F hihijag [hijag] ‘partners or mates of each other’ 
M/F waliagwaliag [waliag] ‘same sex siblings of each other’ 

 

Some body part terms have forms derived by reduplication process which express a distributive 
notion of ‘X of everyone’.11 The forms known to exist are listed in table 14. It would no doubt be possible 
to coin new terms based on other inalienably possessed forms. 

Table14. Derived distributive body part terms 

amemeg [ameg] ‘eyes of everyone’ 
ebeben [eben] ‘hands of everyone’ 
dadahig [dahig] ‘ears of everyone’ 

 

A number of inalienably possessed nouns have forms derived with the focus12 suffix -u and the 
known examples are listed in table 15. These can be compared with the observed focus forms based on 
nonpossessed nouns illustrated in table 16. 

Table 15. Possessed nouns with focussed derivations 

ameg ‘eye(s)’ amegu ‘memorial’ 
halacah ‘between a person’s legs’ halacahu ‘right between a person’s legs’ 
hibiloh ‘behind a person’ hibilohu ‘straight behind a person’ 
huqaneh ‘inheritance’ huqanehu ‘all-inclusive inheritance’ 
utuqan ‘near neighbour’ utuqanu ‘nearest neighbour’ 
wowogon ‘bosom’ wowogonu ‘middle of bosom’ 

 

Table 16. NonPossessed nouns with focussed derivations 

bisal ‘underside’ bisalu ‘underneath’ 
cabal ‘bed’ cabalu ‘flat platform, floor’ 
faco ‘bifurcation’ facagu ‘in the centre of a bifurcation’ 
gemo ‘middle’ gumu ‘right in the middle’ 
  sahu ‘middle of the road’ 

10See Roberts (1991) for a full account of reduplication in Amele. 
11See Roberts (2014) for a full description and analysis of distribution in Amele. 
12The term ‘focus’ is used as this marking usually indicates a focus on a particular orientation of the item, such as 
right between, right behind, in the middle of, nearest, etc. 
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6 Inalienably possessed forms and impersonal verb constructions 

A number of inalienably possessed nouns form impersonal verb constructions. A typical example of an 
impersonal verb construction is given in (43). There is an optional free pronoun ija ‘I’ which corresponds 
to the subject pronoun in the English translation. However, in the Amele form this pronoun is cross-
referenced on the verb as direct object. The grammatical subject of the impersonal verb is, in fact, cross-
referenced as third person singular (3SG) but the reference is anonymous, so it is unclear what the 
subject nominal is of such an impersonal verb. Indeed, part of the defining characteristics of an 
impersonal verb in Amele is that the subject agreement is always 3SG. Such impersonal constructions 
normally express a physiological or psychological experience and the 3SG direct object agreement refers 
to the experiencer argument. The experiencer argument functions as the PSA in syntactic constructions.13 
Impersonal verb constructions are analysed as a causative state. 
 

(43) a. Ija wen t-ei-a. 
  1SG hunger 1SG.DO-3SG.SU-TODP 
 b. [do′ (3SG, Ø)] CAUSE [feel′ (1SG, [hungry′])] 
  ‘I was hungry.’ 
 

Some impersonal verbs are based on an inalienably possessed noun that takes its own possessor 
agreement inflection. An example is given in (44). In this case the possessor is coreferential with the 
experiencer argument. 
 

(44) Ija maja-ni t-ei-a. 
 1SG shame-1SG.POSR 1SG.DO-3SG.SU-TODP 
 ‘I was ashamed.’ 
 

Paradigms of two types of impersonal verb construction based on an inalienably possessed noun are 
given in table 17. These verbs are given in their infinitive form. In the impersonal verb construction with 
majag ‘shame’ there is only direct object agreement and no verb stem. In the impersonal verb 
construction with ilo ‘head’ the direct object agreement is part of the verb qoc ‘to hit’. 

Table 17. Paradigms of possessed forms that agree in the impersonal construction 

ija majani tec ‘for me to be ashamed’ ija ilomi qitec ‘for me to have a headache’ 
hina majain hec ‘for you(SG) to be 

ashamed’ 
hina ilom qihec ‘for you(SG) to have a 

headache’ 
uqa majag doc ‘for him/her to be 

ashamed’ 
uqa ilo qutoc ‘for him/her to have a 

headache’ 
ele majanile lec ‘for us(DU) to be 

ashamed’ 
ele ilomile qilec ‘for us(DU) to have a 

headache’ 
ale majanala alec ‘for you(DU)/ them(DU) 

to be ashamed’ 
ale ilomola aqalec ‘for you(DU)/ them(DU) to 

have a headache’ 
ege majanige gec ‘for us(PL) to be 

ashamed’ 
ege ilomige qigec ‘for us(PL) to have a 

headache’ 
age majanaga adec ‘for you(PL)/them(PL) 

to be ashamed’ 
age ilomoga aqec ‘for you(PL)/them(PL) to 

have a headache’ 
 

13See Roberts (2001) for a fuller account of impersonal verb constructions in Amele. 
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There is a distinction between inalienably possessed nouns that agree with the object agreement in 
person and number in an impersonal verb construction and those that do not. Table 18 illustrates those 
that agree.  

Table 18. Possessed forms that agree in the impersonal construction 

bebesan ‘disapproval’ bebesan doc ‘to be disapproved of’ 
gogodoh ‘backbone’ gogodoh doc ‘to have backache’ 
majag ‘shame’ majag doc ‘to be ashamed’ 
sesewan ‘trembling’ sesewan doc ‘to tremble uncontrollably’ 
ameg ‘eye(s)’ ameg qoc ‘to be overcome’ 
ilo ‘head’ ilo qoc ‘to have a headache’ 
malasac ‘pancreas’ malasac qoc ‘to have goosepimples’ 
waug ‘stomach’ waug qoc ‘to be sad’ 
big ‘intestines’ big hoc ‘to be satisfied’ 

 

Table 19 gives illustrative paradigms for impersonal verb constructions based on inalienably 
possessed nouns that do not agree with the impersonal verb object agreement. For example, table 10 
shows it is musulini ‘my sweat’, musulin ‘your sweat’, musul ‘his/her sweat’. However, impersonal verb 
constructions based on this inalienably possessed noun use musul throughout. 

Table19. Paradigms of possessed forms that do not agree in the impersonal construction 

ija musul tec ‘for me to be sweating’ ija musul qitec ‘for me to be sweaty’ 
hina musul hec ‘for you(SG) to be 

sweating’ 
hina musul qihec ‘for you(SG) to be 

sweaty’ 
uqa musul doc ‘for him/her to be 

sweating’ 
uqa musul qutoc ‘for him/her to be 

sweaty’ 
ele musul lec ‘for us(DU) to be 

sweating’ 
ele musul qilec ‘for us(DU) to be 

sweaty’ 
ale musul alec ‘for you(DU)/ them(DU) 

to be sweating’ 
ale musul aqalec ‘for you(DU)/them(DU) 

to be sweaty’ 
ege musul gec ‘for us(PL) to be 

sweating’ 
ege musul qigec ‘for us(PL) to be 

sweaty’ 
age musul adec ‘for you(PL)/them(PL) 

to be sweating’ 
age musul aqec ‘for you(PL)/them(PL) 

to be sweaty’ 
 

Table 20 lists all known examples of this type of impersonal verb construction. All verb forms are 
given in their infinitive form. The word qoc in the table means ‘to hit’. 

Table 20. Possessed forms that do not agree in the impersonal construction 

bebesan 
bebesac 

‘disapproval of’ 
‘nauseous’ 

 
bebesac doc 

 
‘to feel nauseous’ 

cucuian 
cucuiec 

‘fear’ 
‘to fear’ 

cucui doc ‘to be afraid’ 

musul ‘sweat’ musul doc ‘to be sweating’ 
musul ‘sweat’ musul qoc ‘to be sweaty’ 
sibeg ‘chin’ sib qoc ‘to yawn’ 
teful ‘bone’ teful doc ‘to be boney’ 
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7 The possessable and unpossessable 

In Maasai there is a distinction between a set of nouns referring to things like cows, houses, kin, goats, 
tools, wells, and money, which can be grammatically possessed, and a set of nouns referring to things 
like meat, water, rivers, mountains, land, rocks, wild animals, stars, etc., which cannot be easily 
possessed. In Amele, on the other hand, all nominals can be grammatically possessed by using either the 
alienable system of possession with the postposition =na ‘of’ attached to the possessor nominal or the 
inalienable system where the possessum agrees in person and number with the possessor. However, the 
inalienable system of possession applies only to a closed set of nominals, specifically those listed in table 
10. It is obligatory for these nominals to be inalienably possessed. The question to address in this section 
is what factor(s) establish that a noun be inalienably possessed?  

In table 10 the 160 known inalienably possessed nouns were listed showing that they belong to 
three semantic groupings of kinship terms, body part terms, and personal attributes. This would suggest 
that the basis for inalienable possession in Amele is the person. An inalienably possessed noun in this 
language has to represent an entity that has a permanent relationship of ‘belonging to’ an individual 
person. An interesting outworking of this basis is how you ask for a person’s name, which in Amele is 
ijani ‘my name’, ijain ‘your name’ or ijan ‘his/her name’. In Amele you do not say *hina ijain eeta? ‘What 
is your name? (lit. your name (is) what?)’, you say hina ijain in? ‘Who is your name?’, because ijan 
‘his/her name’ is an attribute of a person. 

In (45)–(49) are five examples of inalienably possessed nouns (a) which have alienably possessed 
alternative senses (b). (45)–(47) are body part terms and (48)–(49) are personal attributes. When ameg, 
for example, is used with its body part sense it takes inalienable possession morphology, but when it is 
used to mean ‘reward’ the alienable possession form is used. The cudug/cudun alternation highlights the 
difference in meaning between inalienable and alienable usage. When an Amele says, ija cuduni ‘my 
place’ (inalienable) he means the place where he sleeps or usually sits, for example, i.e., his personal 
place. But when he says ijana cudun ‘my place’ (alienable) he means a place he has some association 
with, but not an intimate, personal association. 
 

(45) a. aig ‘his/her tooth/teeth’ b. aig ‘blade’ 
  ija aimi ‘my tooth/teeth’  ijana aig ‘my blade’ 
(46) a. ameg ‘his/her eye’ b. ameg ‘reward’ 
  ija ami ‘my eye(s)’  ijana ameg ‘my reward’ 
(47) a. lalo ‘his/her fat/grease’ b. lalo ‘fat/grease’ 
  ija laloni ‘my (body) fat’  ijana lalo ‘my fat/grease’ 
(48) a. belican ‘his/her passion’ b. belican ‘flame’ 
  ija belicani ‘my passion’  ijana belican ‘my flame’ 
(49) a. cudug ‘his/her place’ b. cudun ‘place’ 
  ija cuduni ‘my place’  ijana cudun ‘my place’ 
 

The personal nature of inalienable possession in Amele applies primarily to human beings. Kinship 
terms typically apply only to humans and not to animals. You do not usually say ho anag (pig mother) 
‘mother pig’, for example. Instead there is another term ho godol ‘mother pig’ which does not involve a 
kinship term. Pig ‘children’ are called ho nag (pig small) rather than ho melah (pig son) or ho ateg (pig 
daughter). Ho memeg (pig father) would mean the person who looks after the pigs—see (22), rather than 
the pig’s father. However, there are body part terms, such as hohug ‘tail’, hojon ‘wing(s)’, and batic 
‘feathers’, which apply only to animals. It is also the case that body part terms can express a meronymic 
relationship with inanimate nouns. A sample is illustrated in table 21. 
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Table 21. Body part terms and meronymy 

sigin aig (knife teeth) ‘blade of a knife’ 
macas ameg (sea eye) ‘centre/deep part of the sea’ 
wa biah (river mouth) ‘mouth of a river’ 
na ganac (tree skin) ‘bark of a tree’ 
aluh gogodoh (mountain backbone) ‘ridge of a mountain’ 
cabi ilo (garden head) ‘head (top) of a garden’ 
cabi jaih (garden foot) ‘foot (bottom) of a garden’ 
wag mede (canoe nose) ‘prow of a canoe’ 
macas sahalic (sea saliva) ‘spray of the sea’ 
jo qeih (house ribs) ‘side of a house’ 
je silig (talk navel) ‘meaning of the words’ 
jo teful (house bone) ‘frame post of a house’ 

 

Personal attribute inalienably possessed nouns can also have nonhuman referents. Some examples 
are given in (50). These are predicative expressions of possession. It is normal to omit the copular verb, 
such as bilec ‘to sit’, nijec ‘to lie (down)’, tawec ‘to stand (up)’, when the event is set in present time.14 It 
would also be quite acceptable to give an animal a name, as in (51). However, some personal 
characteristics, such as majag ‘shame’, culaug ‘pride’, cewelug ‘humility’, cehewan ‘wealth’, ilocon 
‘knowledge’, are not readily attributable to animals (except in folk tales). They apply only to humans. 
 

(50) a. Qa gelehin=ca.  ‘The dog is brave.’ 
  dog bravery.3SG.POSR=with   
 b. Mala cucuian=ca.  ‘The chicken is afraid.’ 
  chicken fear.3SG.POSR=with   
 c. Ho gelelan=ca.  ‘The pig is healthy.’ 
  pig health.3SG.POSR=with   
 

(51) Ho ijan hektor.  ‘The pig’s name is Hector.’ 
 pig name.3SG.POSR Hector   
 

Thus the primary semantic requirement for an inalienably possessed noun in Amele is for it to 
represent an entity that has an intimate and personal relationship of belonging to a human being. The 
part-whole relationship of inalienably possessed body parts can be readily extended to animals and even 
inanimate entities. Personal attributes can also be extended to animals. But the relationships expressed 
by kinship terms are typically restricted exclusively to human referents. 

8 Conclusion 

An account of inalienable possession in Amele has been presented. It has been shown how in this 
language nouns are divided morphologically into two classes: alienably possessed and inalienably 
possessed nouns. Only the inalienably possessed nouns are marked morphologically for possession. They 
are marked for agreement in person and number with the possessor. Table 10 illustrated 37 subclasses of 
inalienably possessed nouns. In addition, the kinship terms can be marked for the plurality of the 

14Amele does not have an existential ‘be’ verb as English does. Instead, the language uses several posture verbs to 
express the notion of existence, i.e., bilec ‘to sit (down)’, nijec ‘to lie (down)’, tawec ‘to stand (up)’. 
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posssessum. There is also a morphological distinction between terms for family of orientation kinship 
relations and terms for family of procreation kinship relations. All of the nonkinship terms, i.e., body 
part terms and personal attribute terms, have the morphological marking of the family of procreation 
kinship terms. 

The inalienably possessed nouns can be divided semantically into body part terms, kinship terms, 
and personal attributes. These have logical semantic structures, respectively, of have.as.part′ (x, y), 
have.as.orientation.kin′ (x, y), have.as.procreation.kin′ (x, y) and have.as.attribute′ (x, y), where ‘x’ 
represents the possessor and ‘y’ represents the possessum. Body part terms form the largest grouping, but 
kinship terms appear to represent the core meaning of inalienable possession. While body part terms can 
be used in reference to animals (indeed some body part terms only have an animal reference) and even 
inanimate entities, and personal attribute nouns can have animal as well as human referents, kinship 
terms are only used with reference to human beings. Furthermore, the kinship terms have a 
morphological expression of the anthropological distinction between those terms which refer to the 
family of orientation and those which refer to the family of procreation. Thus the conclusion is that the 
core meaning of inalienable possession in Amele represents a personal relationship of belonging to a 
human being. 

An analysis of the alienable and inalienable possessed noun phrase in terms of the Role and 
Reference Grammar model was also presented. It was demonstrated that the main advantage of this 
approach is that it has a semantic representation of predicate-argument structure that is not dependent 
on the syntactic representation. This means that certain aspects of the syntactic and semantic properties 
of inalienable possessed NP structures can be represented where this would not be possible in a model 
without a semantic representation, such as MGG.
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